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Abstract 
'vVe how to compute the mass of the genus of maximal lattices for form of 
the sum of squares by Shimura's mass formula when the basic field is a real quadratic 
field (Section and consider its in casec: (Section This paper is also 
a survey on [Mu] to which several ·~AoHi!Jl'"'" 
§ L Shh:nura's m.ass forrnu.la for com.putation 
To apply Shimura's mass formula in [S99a, Theorem 5.8] to the case treated below, 
Vire first recall some basic facts [S]. 
Let V be the row vector space pn over a real field F' of dimension n and 
cp the identity matrix of size n For x, y E V, •Ne set <p(x, = X<p· =X· 
and =x· We 
G= E EGI 
which are w:citten as Q'P, G~. in , and also a,s O~"(V), SQ'P(V) in [S]. 
be the adelization of G. Lin V, which is a finitely 
CJiJLivu.cuc. in V containing a basis of and o: E G A, we denote La the £!··lattice 
in V such that for any finite v of F. Here g is the of integers of 
F and is the localization of L at v. Vie call I ex EGA} (resp. I a E the 
genus (resp. of L with respect to we also call it the 
of L. It is known that the genus of L consists of n1.any classes Lemma 
9.21(iv) and (v)]) · 
Let 
Then we set 
be a complete set of for G-classes in the G-genus of L. 
h 
=: ~ [ri 1]-1 , 
i=1 
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where ri = E G I Ln= This is independent of the choice of { Li }f=l· We call 
m(L) the mnss of the genus of L with respect to G. Similarly for G+, we can define the 
mass of the genus of L with respect to G + and denote it by m+ ( L). It should be noted 
that m+ ( cf. Lemma 
For each finite v of F, there exists av E G L 11 (Fv) such that 
0 
0 0 J 
with an G Lt, ( Fu) of size t-v. Here is the v-
of F, and we say that <>nr--rNvn,,- if = 0 ==-? x =" 0. In this paper, 
we call a matrix as in the side of ( 1.1) a Witt for rp over 
Lemma . Then n = 2rv +tv 13,nd tv is determined r.p and v. Vile call 





and L C L if 
E g for every y E L}. 
all finite 
Let lattice -?JJith to cp, that a L in V which is 
rnaximal among on \vhich the values r.p[x] are contained in g. It is known that 
the genus L consists of all lattices §9,7]) o Then, 
exact formula due to in [S99a, Theorem 5.8] to our case, m+ 
as follows: 
Theorem l~L Let L be a lattice with to r.p, Then 
[,u] 
"' ( T\ = ?D[,u2] II {Dl/2 
'"+_-'--1; "' F , F ·[L: n 
k=:l 
if n is 
if n is even. 
Here ,a= (n--1)/2 and is the discriminant ofF ifn is even, then K = F( J(=-l)n/2 ), 
7/JK/F is the Heeke character ofF corresponding to K/F, and we set l/JK/F = 1 when 
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K=F; as 
if t,) = 1, 
'f ' 2 ' z tv= ana
if tv= 3, 
if t'U = 4, 
where qv is the norm the ·ideal at v; tv is the maximal order Kv = 
and is the d~fferent of l{v relative to Fv when t,, = 2. 
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\Ve note that the case where tv = 2, =tv, and / r in [S99a, Theorem 
in our 
modulo 
By virtue of Theorem 1.1, we can reduce the calculation of 
two arguments: 
= ±det(so) = ±1 
to the following 
L--function ofF associated to the Heeke character ofF corresponding to F( -=-f)/ F. 
These values can be by calculating values of the Riemann zeta function and 
Dirichlet '=I)/ Q is a.n abelian extension. 
The other is to find all flnite primes v satisfying Lv I= Lv. The index [Lv : Lv] can 
be computed by using [S99a, 1)], which needs a \i'/itt decomposition for ln over Fv. 
T'o determine this, we first take an matrix of a VVitt for 
over Qp for a rational p, Then the size of is :S 4. After that, we decompose 
on Fv v lying above p. It should be noted that this method is useful only when 
the form in a matrix with entries in Q, 
To get a numerical of the mass, let us consider the case where F = Q( '5) 
and 1.(-' = Then the quadratic form over Q to the norm 
form (3 of the quatemion 
In other 
Q-basis of B0 ; see 
over Q which is ramified 
Thus we first consider a VVitt decomposition for (3 over 
It can be verified that the core dimension at v of the norm form of a quatemion 
algebra A is 4 if A is ramified at v, and it is 0 if A is unrami.fied at v, From this 
the core dimension of /3 at pis 4 if p = 2, otherwise 0, Next we consider (3 as the norm 
form of B = B0 F and ask whether (3 is decomposed over Fv for v lying above 2. 
it is known that a over a nonarchmedean local field splits over 
an arbitrary quadratic extension of the local field ( cf. [D, §2, Satz 4]). Since 2 
remains prime in F, B splits at 2 (as an algebra), and consequently B is unramified 
at every finite prime. This implies that the core dimension tv of the norm form /3, or 
rather, of so is 0 for every prime v. Then virtue of [S99a, (3.2.1)], [Lv : Lv] = 1 
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holds for an arbitrary v. Hence we [L : L] = 1 and ~ =--= g. Combining this with 
= C(2)L(2, x) (xis the Dirichlet character of F), 
mass of the genus of maximal lattices as follows: 
Theorem 1.1, we obtain the 
From the above for a finite 
that 
v dividing 2 of an arbitrary real 
quadratic 
if 2 splits in F, 
otherwise. 
Since i:v = 0 for the other primes v, we then find a Vvitt '-'~·'-''-'·'"'"''-'''"'· 
and the core dimension t, for each prime v of F. A ·witt 
for an n and v was given in Lemma 
u"'"''·'u"""" of L-values, Theoren1 Ll can be stated in a simpler form as 
TheoremS. with a positive 
rn, and let L be 
the Dirichlet characte·rs 
lattice with to cp. Let x, be 
to F/Q, Q( '=1)/Q, and Q( '=m)/Q, respec-
Also let and 
number associated with a D·iTichlet charac-ter 
(1) I.fn=O 8), 
n == ±1 (mod then 
(:3) lfn ::== ±2 8), then 
r t-) 
(n-l)/2 
n ( 4k)-2 B2kB2k, x· 
k=l 
ifm:== 1 
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of the formulas for m+ 
to the case of real 
in the case where F' = Q and cp = 
fields. 
§ 2. Applications of the n1ass formula 
F'= 
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the number h of G-cla.sses of the of maximal lattices in V = with respect 
to cp = for n = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. For a fixed L in V and q E g, we set 
q) = ELI \ q; = 
\Ve first explain the case of n = 4, which was treated in 
consider a g-lattice L deHned 
r 1 0 l 
I 
. I 4 0 1 (2.1) L= L9Cti = a= 
I i=l ~4j 1/2 (1 + l 
. In this case, we 
0 0 l 
0 0 
0 
with r:; = (1 + '5)/2. This is a g-maximallattice with respect to cp, since [L: L] = 1 by 
using elementary divisors. Then the order of r(L) becomes 26 · • 52 as shown below. 
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we have seen that m(L) = , 3-2 • 5·-2 • Hence, from the definition of mass., 
the germs of L consists of one class. 
We are to see that [I'(L): 1] = ·32 a different way from that given in 
there exists r E such that i 0' : =-l,ltlS to show that 
, where = G+ n r(L). as mentioned in 
can be considered as the norm form (3 of the quatemion algebra B = Bo ®Q F over F. 
Th ,. • l t' f.! • - "-1 ·T' • , r··r ( ) . 1v1ore precise y, ne 1-' 1s -- "' .t 1'Bj F ana = 'B/ F x = x:x:" 
for x, y E B. Here 1~ is the main involution of is the reduced trace, and 
is the reduced norm of x. The B 0 can be written in the 
form 
= Q + Qa + Qb + Qab 
with a, b E Bo such that = b2 = -1 and ba = -ab. By the 
x- + of onto B = Eo 
Then the mapping r ,__+ (- 1,ye 
of G -1- onto the Hence if vre Eiet o = 
(L) ~I'+ = {r E I OT =-"" o}, 
( : 
vve l1ave 
and so we consider the ord.er of 
maximal order in B. 
instead of r+ It can be seen that o is a 
The Lemma 2.1 is fundamental to observe r+ ( o) Lemma 1.5]). 
Le1nma 2.L 
y [ x, y E B x such that 
wheno Tx, y is z E B. 
In vie·w of Lemma 2.1, we set T": = 7 0,, ,t and 
,, 
11 = 
r* (o) = E B i xo = 
Also we set q) = and N(o, q) = #n(o, q) for q E g. 
Lemma 2.2L Let the notation be as in above. Then the following three assertions 
hold: 
1). [ro: 
(2) ron /g''. 
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rx,y ~----+ xy-1 leads the assertion (1). Noticing that T::c = ry 
for x, y E o ><, and considering the T[c 1---+ xg x, 
we have the of The last assertion follows from the two mappings 
D 
From Lemma 2.2, we have 
: l] = 1) [r* ( o) : 
Fu.rthermore, by virtue of the formula , we have 
Here r is the number of all finite primes which are ramified in B and is the class 
number of F; is the class number of the t-vvo-sided o-ideals of B and satisfies 
:::; h(B) for the class number of B. do not it for a more 
detailed the reader is referred to Eichler's article [E, . ) \Ve know that 
hp = 1 and r = 0 when F = Q( , beca.use B = F is unramified at every finite 
as observed in §L it is known that = l (cf. TABELLE 
, and so = 1. Consequently we have [r* ( o) : F x ox] = L Since 
, 1). Thus we obtain 
: 1] = N(o, 
Now, the basis of L vve see that 
1) = 3 1) = 120 = 2 ° 3. 5 
[Mu, Hence the order of r +(L) is 
+ : 1] = n6 . ~ . 
Let us add further examples for n = 2, 3, 5, 6, which are not in [Ivfu]. 
If n = 2, then r.p can be identified with the norm form the quadratic extension 
'=I)/F and 
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where h+ is the number <'h-classes in the G+-genus of maximal lattices ·v,rith respect 
to r.p and w is the order of the group of all roots of unity in F ( '=I), a 
complete set of representatives for G+-classes the G+-genus of maximal lattices can 
be described in terms of the ideal classes ofF( '=I). facts follow "'"·"'H'"''-''""·"'' 
from the results on the two-dimensional spaces in [S99b, §6.1]. By Theorem 
L2, we have m.1.(L) = 2rn(L) = 2-2• This together with w = 4 shows that h+ = 1. 
h :::; h+ [S, Lemma , we have h =--= L 'We note that L = g2 is a 
u«,.i'.l."-'!''" lattice of F 2 with = 24 . 
Let n = 3. use the notation in the case n = 4 before. Then r.p can be !ucou"·"'"'" 
with the restriction of the norm. form of the algebra B = Bo 
and is generated by Tx Lemma 1.4]). 
the results on the three-dimensional spaces treated in [S, 
l<i-,,.u""~""'-c"' lattice in T with to maximal 
order in B g and o rl'T. It can be verified from these facts that L = ( o nT)e·l 
is a g-maximallattice in F 8 with to and r + ~ r+(o n T) ~ r +(o) n f 1 . 
Thus 
]= 1) = 60. 
(L), v.;e have [f(L) 1] = 120. While Theorem 1.2 in this case 
2·- 3 . 3·-l · . Hence we have h = L We note that all 0 n T 
for maximal .0 in B that a.re not mutually same set of 
for the classes of the genus o:f maximal lattices with to , and 
thus h is the number of B; see . VVe also note that L can be written in 
the :fonn with 
1 
0 
If n = 5, then h = 1. This "'A·<"'·'~·"·"' and the result on (F6 , 16 ) presented below 
are due to T.Hiraoka and the author. To determine h, we :follow the method CA!JH:u.u.cu. 
in [Mu, §4]. Let be the maximal lattice with to given in (2.1). Then 
L = + ge5 is a lattice in with respect to 15 because of [i : L] = 22 • 
Here { e;} is the standard basis of and is into F'5 in a natural way. It 
can be seen that for r = t,y5] E M 5 (F), r belongs to r(L) if and only if 
{
l'i E n(L, 1) (1:::; i:::; 5), {;. · == 0 (if j), 
· 2-1(11 + (1 + c:)r2 + q3) E n(L, 1 + c:), 
2-1(11 +12 + r3 +~t4) E 1). 
(2.3) 
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We aiso see that 1) = n(L4, 1) U { ±es }; all elements of n(L4, 1) were given in [J\h, 
§4]. Then we can verify that 
(2.4) r ' r) J -~ 'Yo 0 ·-,I - r( r) 1 r ·- r 1 \L.!, = 1 E:: . "'-"' lo E . \1.~4), o = ±l 1 . 
llOS_ .J 
Tb show let 1 E r( L) and 'Y,i be the ith row vecter of ~y. Suppose '/i = e,5 with 
some 1 :S: i :S: 4. Then but it is 
in om choice of L. Hence ri i e5 and so ~(;. E 1) for every 1 :S: i :S: 4. Thus we 
. At the same in view of · · · t.r4 ] E , which 
proves . Here we should remark that in [Mu, page 142, line 9], E should be 
read "·1 E f'". As a consequence, we have 
[f'(T.\·1]= 
·- ~; . :11 = 
Theorem h=l. 
Let n = 6. Then we find three J:naximallattices L = L'= 
with respect to 10 
n '''" r a, 0 1 --· I a3 0 l I , 
0 12 I 0 a3 I 
~ - c. _j 
I 1 0 0 0 0 0 
1 I 0 
7 0 0 0 0 l 
0 0 1 0 0 0 I 
I 1/2 l/2 0 0 l 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1/2 1/2 J 
where a 4 is the matrix in 1) and o;3 is in Let us compute the order of r for r = 
r(L), I'(L'), r(£'1). In ea,ch cases, there is a suitable necessary and sufficient condition 
for 1 E r such as (2.3). We will use the condition without a detailed First, 
the order of r(L) becomes : 1], which can be handled in the similar manner as 
in the case n = 5. Next we see that 
Or 
0 
11, r' E 1 ]' 
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where is the lattice in given in (2.2). This from the fact that every element 
of n(L', 1) can be written in the form [~c 0 0 0] or [0 0 0 :c] with x E 1). Then 
[r(L'): 1] = 2[r(L3 ): 1] = ·52 . Finally, we at , 1) = n(2- 1g6 , 1) n 
Then it can be verified that , 1) = ·n.(L0 , 1), where L0 = Z 6cl1• From it 
that r(L") = r(L0 ). Since the order of r(L0 ) is knovvn, we ha:ve l] = 26 · 6!. 
these maximal lattices are not 
[f'(L): 1]-1 + [r(L') : 1]-1 + 
This coincides with the mass 
that the order of 
\Ve have 
Let F = Q( 
the gen·us 
=: 3. 
we shall end th.is paper vvit11 the 
the mass formula. 
of the genus. However we 
and 
'Ne note 
Theorem L4.6] to L'. 
be the number classes 
=1 2 ~ 1~ :S; 5, and 
remark: The above applications of 
we can determine the class number h 
determine h. in this w·ay. For 
F = 229) and cp = then for a maximal lattice L with respect to cp, Theorem L2 
shows 
m(L) = ' 101 . 2203. 199403 
In view of the definition of the maBs, we find that h > 200000000. It seems that it is 
almost to determine h the way explained we are interested 
how these classes can be found. 
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